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ABSTRACT.We developed and deployed a compact two channel radar sounder9

for phase sensitive repeat pass displacement measurements of basal melt and10

snow layers for accumulation rate measurements. The radar operates from11

600 MHz to 900 MHz with a 400W transmitter. This frequency range has12

sufficient penetration for thin ice and enables the use of a small antenna array13

that can be installed in the limited space underneath the floor of a Twin Otter14

aircraft. We detail the system electronics and antenna including the various15

calibration mechanisms built in to monitor phase stability and system health.16

The system includes two channels to simultaneously capture a low gain and17

high gain version of the signal so that the strong surface and shallow layer18

scattering as well as weak ice bottom and deep layer returns can be captured.19

The radar system was integrated onto a British Antarctic Survey (BAS) Twin20

Otter as part of the NSF-NERC Thwaites MELT project and deployed in 2018-21

2019 with plans to repeat measurements one year later during the 2019-202022

austral summer. We present results from the 2019 survey, evaluate the radar’s23

noise and radiometric performance, and demonstrate the antennas-in-the-loop24

system impulse response.25
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INTRODUCTION26

Purpose of measurements (proposal: melt rates and layers accumulation, investigate firn compaction and27

vertical strain, bathymetry, grounding line, )28

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION29

The radar system is composed of four main sections: power conditioning, high-speed mixed-signal section,30

RF section, and antennas. A simplified system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The power section31

conditions the signal from the aircraft’s DC generator and produces all the voltages required for operation.32

It consists of an external uninterruptible power supply (UPS), power filter modules, and a bank of switching33

DC-DC converters and regulators. The high-speed mixed signal section is based on modules from the Arena34

300 series from Remote Sensing Solutions (RSS) [1]. Besides custom clock generation/distribution circuitry35

synchronous to a master 10-MHz source, this section includes an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), a36

central timing unit (CTU) for control and synchronization, and two high-speed analog-to-digital converter37

(ADC) channels. The AWG runs at 2 GSa/s to directly synthesize wideband pulsed chirp signals in the 60038

MHz to 900 MHz range. The ADCs operate at 1 GSa/s with an internal clock divider. We use x2 onboard39

decimation to achieve an effective sampling rate of 500 MSa/s. The radar records 16-bit I/Q baseband40

samples with a coordinated universal time (UTC) stamp from an onboard global positioning system (GPS)41

receiver. We use 48 hardware presums to reduce the data rate and enable multi-hour acquisitions (data rate42

25 MB/s). The radar is controlled from a laptop computer running a custom graphical user interface. The43

RF section consists of a high-power transmit/receive (T/R) module and a dual-channel analog receiver.44

The T/R module is a custom design with low insertion loss that allows sharing the same antenna for45

transmission and reception, handling high peak RF power levels with a duty cycle of up to 1046

ANTENNA INTEGRATION47

Structural Design Requirements48

Most of the structural design requirements for this system were derived from instrument performance. A49

major design driver was minimizing the deflection of the mounting plate around the LIDAR. The maximum50

deflection of the LIDAR could not increase by more than 0.1 mm, compared to the previous LIDAR mount.51

The previous LIDAR mounting plate was analyzed for comparison to verify the maximum deflection of the52
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Table 1. Summary of system parameters

Parameters Value Units

Operating frequency range 600 to 900 MHz

Range resolution (air, no window) 0.5 m

Peak transmit power 400 Watt

Pulse duration (programmable) 2 µs

Pulse repetition frequency (typ.) 25 kHz

Sampling rates 2.0 (AWG) / 1.0 (ADCs) GS/s

Transmit channels 1

Receive channels 2 (low-gain/high-gain)

Antenna type Vivaldi array

Antenna array gain 6 dBi

Radar system weight 25 kg

Power consumption 300 Watt

LIDAR would not exceed this limit under any loading condition.53

The design was also heavily influenced by the geometry of the Twin Otter camera bay. The perimeter54

geometry of the mounting plate was fixed based on the dimensions of the Twin Otter camera bay and the55

corresponding hardpoints. For mounting, the maximum load on the hardpoints could not exceed 534 N56

(120 lbs), as outlined in the British Antarctic Survey documentation(BAS, 1994). Also, since the mounting57

plate is integrated directly into the structure of the aircraft, ultimate load failure analysis was performed58

with a factor of safety (FS) of 1.5.59

Another major contributing factor to the design was the schedule of the project, requiring a design60

which could be easily manufactured. The design included stock sizes of metallic components made of61

2024-T3, 2024-T351, and 6061-T6 which were readily available or could be acquired rapidly. Composite62

components were used in regions parallel to the antenna array and below the mounting plate to mitigate63

any reduction in antenna performance. The composite components were made of S2-glass fiber and the64

geometry was based on existing composite tooling for rapid manufacturing.65
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Table 2. Inertial load cases for analyzing the BAS Twin Otter camera bay

Load Case Inertial Loads Source(BAS, 1994)(FAA, 2018)

1 10.35G Forward BAS

2 1.725G Rearward BAS

3 5.175G Upward BAS

4 6G Downward BAS

5 3G Sideward BAS

- 1G Downward -

Loads66

Five different inertial load cases were considered during the analysis of the combined LIDAR and accumu-67

lation radar antenna array system. The load cases were derived from both the BAS documentation(BAS,68

1994) and the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) crash loads documentation(FAA, 2018). The most69

extreme load case in each direction was selected for a conservative analysis approach. The final load70

cases and the corresponding sources are summarized in Table 2. The 1G downward load case was used to71

determine the weight of the final design of the mounting plate.72

Analysis and Verification73

The geometry of the camera bay plate, LIDAR, accumulation radar antenna array, and antenna housing74

was created in Unigraphics NX 12(uni, ????). MSC Patran/NASTRAN software(pat, ????) was used to75

create the finite element models for both the previous LIDAR mount and the final system.76

Finite Element Analysis77

Every structural component was evaluated for all load cases using finite element software MSC Pa-78

tran/NASTRAN. Two-dimensional shell elements were used to model all components except for metal79

extrusions. Extrusions were modeled as one-dimensional beams. The inertial loads were applied to the80

finite element model as global loads and every component was analyzed for all possible failure modes (ten-81

sion, compression, buckling and shear). A factor of safety of 1.5 was added to the Margin of Safety (MS)82

calculations.83

A maximum stress criterion was used to evaluate the fiber reinforced structures against failure. Open-84
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Table 3. Increase in Maximum Deflection of LIDAR mount Load Case

Load Case Change in Maximum Deflection (mm)

10.35G Forward 0.005

1.725G Rearward 0.001

5.175G Upward 0.032

6G Downward 0.036

3G Sideward 0.000

hole allowables were used for the analysis of composite structures. A-basis allowables outlined in Military85

Handbook 5H(mil, 1998) were used for all metal parts. For a conservative approach, the lower value86

between the L and LT basis was used for MS calculations. Standard MS calculations were performed using87

equation 1. All structures were sized to a positive margin of safety.88

MS “
σallowable

1.5σactual
´ 1 (1)

A static analysis was performed for each load case to analyze the maximum deflection of the system.89

The deflection of the mounting plate had to remain within 0.1 mm of the maximum deflection of the90

previous LIDAR mounting plate. Table 3 includes the increase in deflection of the mounting plate for each91

load case. The weight of the final design is 30.1 kg.92

High margins of safety were calculated for all possible fastener locations in both the metallic and93

composite components. Because of the high margins of safety a minimum number of fasteners were required,94

and the main design concern was edge distance and fastener-to-fastener spacing due to volume constraints95

of the system. All fastener patterns were designed to adhere to appropriate minimum edge and fastener-to-96

fastener spacing rules. For metallic and composite materials, fastener-to-fastener spacing was required to97

be 4D and 5D, respectively. Minimum edge spacing for composite materials was required to be 3D, while98

minimum edge spacing for metal materials was required to be 2D.99

In addition to the static analysis, modal analysis was performed. For the modal analysis, all modes100

were required to be outside the Blade Passage Frequency (BPF) of the Twin Otter by 5 Hz. The blade101

passage frequencies used for this analysis were 81.4 Hz, and 99 Hz, each corresponding to a different mode102

of flight: Normal Operations, and Climb, respectively. When performing the analysis, bounds were set for103

the modal analysis to only analyze frequencies in a range around the blade passage frequencies.104
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Table 4. Predicted and measured modal response

Blade passage frequency (Hz) Predicted frequency (Hz) Frequency measured (Hz)

81.4 87 76.6, 89.7

99 92 89.7, 107

Modal Testing105

The finite element model of the system was used to predict the natural frequencies which were close to106

the blade passage frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes. The first modes found in the finite107

element model were bending modes for the lid of the antenna housing. The finite element analysis did not108

show any structural resonance frequencies in the ranges of 81.4˘ 5 Hz, or 99˘ 5 Hz.109

The final system was subjected to modal testing. A mechanical shaker was used to generate random110

excitation. The input force was measured by a force transducer and the response was measured by sev-111

eral accelerometers. For modal testing, the shaker and the accelerometers were positioned based on the112

responses generated in the finite element analysis. Table 4 shows the results of the modal testing.113

After performing modal testing only one resonance was observed within 81.4˘ 5 Hz, at 76.6 Hz. The114

tests verified there were no structural resonances in the 99˘ 5 Hz range. During modal testing the LIDAR115

was not available and an aluminum beam was added in place of the LIDAR. This was taken into account116

in the finite element analysis. The modal testing produced similar results to what was predicted and it117

also produced extra modes. The probable cause of these extra frequencies is a difference in the boundary118

conditions between the finite element model and the actual test setup. Overall, the predicted and measured119

results provide sufficient validation of the structural analysis.120

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS121

CONCLUSION122

In the IGS design, shortened versions of the title and authors are used in the running head. The shortened123

version is specified in square braces immediately after the \title and \author commands (see below).124

\title[Short Title]{The Full Title of Your Paper}125

\author[Short Authors]{Author 1, Author 2 and Author 3}126
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Table 5. One-column table captions will extend beyond the rules in two-column format. Do not try to adjust!

Table captions do not have full points at the end

Perioda Surface elevation change Emergence velocity

1975–85 ´0.50 0.43

1986–2002 ´1.03 0.32

Difference ´0.53 ´0.11

aPlease do not use more than one ‘&’ between columns,

and note that if a table includes table footnotes, it must be

inside a minipage environment.

Lists127

The IGS class file provides for numbered (enumerate) and unnumbered (itemize) lists. Nested lists are128

not encouraged. The default numbering system is 1., 2., 3., etc.; please do not change this unless there is129

a good reason. The IGS design removes bullet points from unnumbered lists.130

User-defined macros131

If possible, please do not define any new macros.132

Tables133

Tables may be typeset in either one- or two-column format. To typeset two-column format, add asterisks134

(\begin{table*}...\end{table*}) as shown in Table 6. We may change the format in-house if necessary.135

Please avoid the use of colour or shading. Note that if you choose to refer to tables using labels, \caption136

must precede \label, as in standard LATEX. Vertical rules are not house-style and will be removed. Note137

the use of the minipage environment in Table 5 which enables table footnotes to be output. If the table138

is two-column, use {178mm} instead of {86mm} on line 6. The source code for Tables 5 and 6 is shown139

immediately below the tables.140

Figures141

Figures may be typeset in either one- or two-column format. One-column format allows up to 86mm (e.g.142

Fig. 1); two-column format up to 178mm (e.g. Fig. 2). Please do not provide original graphics files in143
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Table 6. Two-column table. Seasonal and annual SAT trends (˝Cdecade´1) in the Arctic

Area 1951–2005 1976–2005

Dec–Feb Mar–May Jun–Aug Sep–Nov Annual Dec–Feb Mar–May Jun–Aug Sep–Nov Annual

Atlantic region 0.09 0.29 0.10 0.09 0.15 0.470 0.60 0.45 0.53 0.59

Siberian region 0.12 0.29 0.04 0.17 0.16 0.08 0.69 0.29 0.59 0.48

Pacific region 0.45 0.46 0.25 0.26 0.35 0.712 1.08 0.27 0.66 0.52

Canadian region 0.16 0.12 0.14 0.30 0.18 0.20 0.52 0.48 0.94 0.53

Baffin Bay region ´0.02 0.10 0.00 0.15 0.02 0.33 0.62 0.51 0.80 0.57

Arctic 1 0.16 0.21 0.12 0.20 0.18 0.36 200.65 0.42 0.74 0.54

Arctic 2 0.22 0.29 0.14 0.14 0.19 0.38 0.60 0.40 0.51 0.45

Arctic 3 0.28 0.31 0.14 0.13 0.21 0.42 40.53 0.41 0.42 0.43

NH (land` ocean) 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.27 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25

which the figure is a great deal larger or smaller than what you envisage will be the final printed size. To144

typeset two-column format, add asterisks (\begin{figure*}...\end{figure*}) as shown in Fig. 2. We145

may change the format in-house if necessary. Please note that if you choose to refer to figures using labels,146

\caption must precede \label, as in standard LATEX.147

Please send one file for each figure (in other words do not use subfigures) and use a name that clearly148

identifies it (e.g. ‘72A712Fig03.eps’).149

In addition, figures should be eps, ai (illustrator), ps, tif, psd or pdf. Use strong black lines with a150

width of at least 0.75pt at final printed size (avoid tinting if possible) and SI units in labels. Lettering151

should ideally be Optima to match the final typeface; Arial or a similar sans serif font for a second choice.152

Aim to have the final-size lettering at 9pt, if possible. Figures should not be in boxes. The source code for153

Figs 1 and 2 is shown immediately below the figures.154
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Equations155

We are including some complex equations as examples. Equations should be checked for width by removing

the [review] option. Note the use of cases* in the following equation:

αt2 “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

αt1 ´ a1rlnpT ` 1qsepa2
?

nq nd ą 0 and T ą 0

αt1 ´ a3epa2
?

nq nd ą 0 and T ă 0

αt1 ` a4Ps nd “ 0

(2)

Equations should be aligned on the equals signs where possible. Equations that extend beyond the156

one-column measure should be turned over before an operator.157

lc “ l0

ˆ

sRm

R

˙2
ψ

P
P0 cos Z

ˆ rcosβ cosZ ` sin β sinZ cospψsun ´ ψslopeqs

(3)

Typesetting upright Greek characters158

Normal greek: $\alpha\beta\gamma\delta$ αβγδ159

Upright greek: $\upalpha\upbeta\upgamma\updelta$ αβγδ160

Usual partial: $\partial$ B161

Upright partial: $\uppartial$ B162

Marginal notes163

The IGS class file redefines the LATEX command \marginpar. If you wish to add a marginal note such as Editor!

Help!

164

the one alongside this text, you would key \marginpar{Editor! Help!}. Marginal notes will be removed165

before printing.166

References167

All citations in text should include the author name(s) and the year of publication (e.g. ‘Smith, 2014’;168

‘Smith and Jones, 2014’; ‘Smith and others, 2015’) and have an entry in the reference list.169

References should:170
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Fig. 1. One-column figures should be ď86mm. Good artwork can make or break a paper. Capitalize the first

word of a label and use round not square brackets for units.

be short;171

be complete and accurate;172

be arranged in alphabetical order by first author’s surname;173

include too much rather than too little information;174

include doi numbers where available (note that older bib databases often included doi’s in the page175

field – in which case they may appear after a comma and without braces);176

include works accepted but not published as ‘in press’;177

not include personal communications, unpublished data or manuscript in preparation or submitted178

for publication, data published on the web (these should be included in the text).179

Automatic references using BibTEX180

To generate automatic references from a bib database, you must first specify the database (we are using181

igsrefs.bib) and then the IGS bibliography style by placing the following two commands where you182

would like the references to appear (normally at the end of your paper, before \end{document}):183

184

\bibliography{igsrefs}185

\bibliographystyle{igs}186
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187

Then run through the following steps:188

1. Run your paper through LATEX.189

2. Run BibTEX on your paper.190

3. Open the newly-created bbl file containing the cited references and copy the entire contents to just191

below the bibliography/bibliographystyle commands.192

4. Then comment them out:193

%\bibliography{igsrefs}194

%\bibliographystyle{igs}195

5. Run your paper through LATEX twice more.196

The IGS do not need your bib or bbl files. Note that BibTEX will lose the second initial in the entry197

‘Box JE’, for example, if it has been typed as ‘{J.E.} Box’ in the bib file. This is because any text in an198

entry enclosed in { } will be treated as a single unit, and will not be further parsed. Prof. Box’s name will199

typeset correctly if entered as ‘J. E. Box’ in the bib file.200

If you have cited 16 references from the bib database, e.g. (Rignot and Steffen, 2008), (Rignot and201

others, 2008), (Motyka and others, 2011), (Morlighem and others, 2010), (Morlighem and others, 2011),202

(Seroussi and others, 2011), (Yan and others, 2013), (Rogozhina and others, 2012), (Hanna and others,203

2013), (Goelzer and others, 2013), (Lucas-Picher and others, 2012), (Edwards and others, 2014), (Gladstone204

and others, 2010), (Morlighem and others, 2013), (Goldberg and Sergienko, 2011) and (Paterson, 1994),205

the output will be just those 16 references and they will appear at the end of the article.206

Citations using natbib commands Note that the standard natbib style file has been modified to fall207

into line with IGS style. The modified style file is called igsnatbib.sty (included in this distribution), and208

works exactly the same as natbib.sty. The default IGS house style is (Yan and others, 2013). The following209

combinations are also available – refer to the natbib documentation if you require any further explanation:210
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(Yan and others, 2013) \citep{Yan13}

(see Yan and others, 2013, p. 34)

\citep[see][p.$\,$34]{Yan13}

(e.g. Yan and others, 2013) \citep[e.g.][]{Yan13}

(Yan and others, 2013, Section 2.3)

\citep[Section~2.3]{Yan13}

(Yan and others, 2013; Edwards and others, 2014)

\citep{Yan13, Edwards14}

Yan and others (2013); Edwards and others (2014)

\cite{Yan13, Edwards14}

Yan and others 2013 \citealt{Yan13}

Yan and others (2013) \cite{Yan13}

Yan and others, 2013 \citealp{Yan13}

Yan and others \citeauthor{Yan13}

(2013) \citeyearpar{Yan13}

2013 \citeyear{Yan13}

211
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Fig. 2. Two-column figures should be ď178mm. SSA reconstructed components found by projecting the SSA

filters found using the whole 2000 traces in Fig. 4, on trace number 1, ordered by magnitude of variance accounted

for in the radar trace.

\begin{figure*}%fig2, two column
\centering{\includegraphics{72A712Fig02.eps}}
\caption{Two-column figures should be $\leq$178$\,$mm. SSA reconstructed components found by

projecting the SSA filters found using the whole 2000 traces in Fig.~4, on trace number 1,
ordered by magnitude of variance accounted for in the radar trace.}

\label{filters}
\end{figure*}
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APPENDIX265

Start an appendix by typing \appendix\section{Appendix}. Appendices appear after the references.

Equation numbers automatically start again with (4).

2ηκBū
Bt
` ρrgū`Dκ

4ū “ σ̄zz. (4)

HANDLING MORE THAN ONE APPENDIX266

Use the following code to achieve heading APPENDIX A followed by APPENDIX B and APPENDIX C,267

with appropriate equation numbers:268

269

\appendix270

\section{Appendix A}271

272

\setcounter{equation}{0}273

\renewcommand\theequation{B\arabic{equation}}274

\section{Appendix B}275

276

\setcounter{equation}{0}277
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\renewcommand\theequation{C\arabic{equation}}278

\section{Appendix C}279


